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August has gone by like a whirlwind.  We had the shop’s 10th birthday.  What a great time 
we had with all the customers who stopped in to say hi and do a little shopping.    It was 
also my birthday which was great fun.  The “Row by Rowers” have been stopping in too 
and its so much fun to talk to them and see where they have traveled from.  If you  
haven’t picked up your block, Tuesday September 8this the last day they will be available.  
Also we just got in another shipment of the license tag fabric. 

During our birthday celebration I demonstrated the Dresden 
plate ruler.  I also found this little tiny one from Suzn Quilts to 
make this adorable Christmas stocking that Sharon stitched for 
us. 

Deb Johnson made this table runner from the same fabric 
with her 5 Runner Rally pattern. 

Carol Perez has been busy working with projects 
from the Winters Song book from Doug Leko and 
Holly Taylor’s the Winters Song fabric for Moda.  
She made this tablerunner and strippy Christmas 
stocking. 
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We have several border strip pat-
terns that will work great with the 
Easy Stripe Tablerunner pattern. 

Chauntel designed a great hat pattern for our sports fans.  
Pick up a free pattern with any skein of sport team yarn you  
purchase.  

If you haven’t checked out our yarn selection lately it is growing.  Maypole, Noro, and Herriott from 
Juniper Farm are some of the new ones we just got in. 

I’m kind of excited about the cooler weather that is coming our way.  It’s a 
perfect time to think about starting some fall projects.  ~Lisa 

I had a lot of fun making these great project baskets 
using a variety of fabrics. These would make great 
Christmas gifts. The hardest part of making them was 
deciding which fabric to use. 
 

Karen stitched up this beautiful Downton Abbey Christ-
mas quilt using the pattern Snowflakes from Sweetheart 
Quilt Designs. 


